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Introduction. Since early stages of its developments, the theory of

transformation gronpa has relied on comparison of linear representationa with

general group actions on manifolds from algebraic as well as geometrie points of

view. If G ia a finite group and W ia an orthogonal linear representation space

of G, then it is an elementary fact that the unit sphere S(W) with the induced

linear G-action has more than one G-fixed point if S{W)G +q, . The

generalization of this fact to arbitrary smooth G-manifolds ia neither elementary

nor obvious. The first result in this direction is due to Conner-Floyd ([8] § 31)

who proved that for G = {71/2)n acting smoothly on a closed manifold X, the

fixed point set XG cannot consist of one point. Conner and Floyd conjectured

([8] § 45) that the cyclic group ll/qn, where q ia an odd prime, cannot act on

a closed orientable manifold with only one fixed point. The example of Conner

and Floyd for a smooth 71/4 action on lRp2 shows that this fixed-point

property does not hold in general. The Conner-Floyd conjecture was proved by

Atiyah and Bott ([4] Theorem 7.1) using their version of the Lefschetz fixed

point formula for elliptic complexes (nowadays known as Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz

formula). Conner and Floyd also established their conjecture uaing their work on

the cobordism of odd order periodie maps ([9J Theorem 8.3). They also

constructed a smooth G-action on aRiemann 8urface with exact1y one fixed

point for G a cyclic odd order group with at least two dinatinct primes dividing

IGI·

A more general form of the Conner-Floyd conjecture for smooth odd order

abelian p-group actiona ia due to W. Browder ([6]) and Ewing and Stong

( [11J) who showed that the abelian hypothesis is necessary. In fact, based on the

Atiyah-Bott and Conner-Floyd Theorem, Ewing and Stong ( [11J) proved that if

G =F {71/2)n ia a compact Lie group, then G can act sIDoothly on a closed
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(possibly non-<>rientable) manifold with one fixed point and in the orientable

case, only abelian groups of odd prime power order cannot act with only one fixed

point. The generalitzation and interpretation of the Conner-Floyd conjecture in

an algebraic context was taken u:p. by Assadi in [2] and [3]. Assadi's

generalization to chain complexes and G-fiPaces with Poincare duality provided

an algebraic proof of the Conner-Floyd conjecture for G = (lllp)n . For infinite

dimensional Poincare G-spaces and kG chain complexes satisfying Poincare

duality, the Conner-Floyd conjecture may be formulated in terms of the

associated varieties [3]. Recently, W. Browder has extended his results in [6] to

abelian p-group actions on finite dimensional simplicial complexes which are

(lllp) - homology manifolds [7] J thus giving a further generalization of the

Conner-Floyd conjecture. See also Browder [6a].

In tbis paper, we prove that the Conner-Floyd conjecture generalizes to

actions on complete non--5ingular algebraic varieties over an arbitrary

algebraically closed field k. In particular:

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a complete algebraic variety over an algebraically closed

field of characteristic p ~ 0 , and let G be a finite abelian group of order qr,

where q is a prime different !rom p, acting on X via automorphisms. H the

fixed point set consists of one point x E. X ,then X is singular at the point x.

In fact, the following scheme-theoretic generalization is proved:

Corollary 3.2. Let G be a finite abelian group of prime power order acting on a

complete non--5ingular algebraic variety Y defined over an algebraically closed

field of arbitrary characteristic. Then yG eannot consist of an i801ated point, i.e.

VG f Spec(k) .
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For varieties over () the underlying topological space of X in the analytic

topology is triangulable according to Hironaka ([13]). Combining the above

theorem and the results of Browder [6] or Assadi [2] [3] one concludes that in

this case such an X is not a mod p homology manifold if G is an abelian

p-group . If G is an elementary abelian group, then (by Assadi [2] [3]) X

does not satis!y Poincare duality with Fp - coefficients. For G = 111p this result

can be deduced from Bredon [5], as pointed out " - .,-' _.< ~ \0 UB by Browder.

From the point of view of varieties, the condition p =1= q in Theorem 2.1 is

necessary, since the action of 111p on IP I (Fp) given by

(xo;xl) --t (xo; Xo+ xl) has precisely one fixed point. On the other hand, it

is easily seen that this fixed point has multiplicity two, so that Corollary 3.2

applies to this case. Finally, one may ask to what extent the non-füngularity of

X plays a role for the truth of the Conner-Floyd conjecture. By means of

examples (Section 3) one can see thai ihere exists one-fixed point actions on

projectively normal subvarieties of IP N which have only anormal singularity at

the fixed point. Moreover, for k = ( , the link of the singularity at XG could be

quite complicated (see Corollary 3.3).

In the next section we discuss some preliminary notions !rom algebraic

geometry which may not be well-known to researchers in topological

transformation groups. In Section 2 we give the proof of the main theorem. In

Section 3 we discuss some examples including the case of p-groups actions in

characteristic p.
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Section One. Preliminaries.

In the sequel, k denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic

p ~ 0 ,and G will be a finite group. If (I GI, p) = 1 (I G I = order of G),

then the element _1_ 1: g is an idempotent in kG. Consequently, all
IGI gE G

kG-modules are kG-projective and the group algebra kG is semisimple, which

shows that all kG-modules are completely reducible (Le. kG-isomorphic to a

direct sum of irreducible kG-submodules). This result (known as Maschke's

Theorem, cf. Curtis-Reiner [7J), refines further when G is abelian. Namely,

any n-dimensional kG-module W ia G-isomorphic to a direct sum of

n
one-dimensional (over k) kG-submodules: W ~ ED L. ) dimkL. = 1 . Further,

. 1 1 1
1=

the representation of G on Li factors through G --+i 71ft where 71ft acts

on Li via an appropriate i-th root of unity. Similarly for infinite dimensional

representation the above idempotent may be usoo.

The standard reference for notation and definitions !rom algebraic geometry

ia Hartshome [9J and the reader will find the details in [9J as appropriatly re

ferred to them. In particular, the term variety refers to an irreducible variety. Ba

sic properties of projective varieties are adequately covered in [9] Chapter I

where the reader may replace "eompletelt by Ilprojective". Let G act effectively

on a projective k-variety X by automorphisms. Then the geometrie orbit space

X/G exists and it is a projeetive variety as weil. In the ease k = ( , this

coincides with the orbit spaee under the nsual (Euclidean) topology. We will need

this fact only for curves in the positive eharacteristic where complete and

projective are equivalent (indeed for non-singular curves only). This ease is

handled by the following elementary considerations. The G-action on X induces
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def
a G-action on the field of rational funetions K(X) =K leaving the subfield k

def G
fixed. In particular, the fixed field L == K is a finitely generated field

extension of k of transeendenee degree one, and the extension L ( K ia Galois.

It ia well-known that there ia a unique (up to isomorphiam) projective

non--singular eurve X' whose funetion field ia isomorphie to L. Moreover, there

ia a k-morphism 1f: X --i X' inducing the inclusion LeK (cf. [9] Ch. I

§ 6).

In the classical case, Le. k = 4: , the map 1[" ia a ramified (Le. branched)

covering, and ramification oeeurs over the orbits whose isotropy 8ubgroups are

non-trivial. Let g and g' be the genera of X and X' respectively. Then, the

Riemann-Hurwitz formula relates g and g' when X and X' are

non-singular:

(GRH) 2g - 2 = IG I(2g' - 2) + deg R.

Here R ia the ramification divisor ([9] Chapter IV, § 2).

The proo! of thiB theorem for k = ( ia an elementary Euler-Poinca.re

chara.cteristic count, and simplifies to the following:

(RH) 2g - 2 = IG I(2g' - 2) + 1: (IGI - IG(x) I)
xEX

where IG(x) I is the number of points in the orbit of x EX whieh ia equal to

IG I except for fini tely many x.
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In the general case, the above formula (GRH) is valid, and the only delicate

point is the ~omputationof deg R . However, when (I Gx I,p) = 1 for all points

x EX with non-trivial isotropy groups, the ramification ia called tarne, and

deg R = 1: (I G I - IG(x) I) so that (RH) holds in the following discussion
xEX

(cf. [9J eh. IV, § 2).

We will also need to consider desingularization of curves and an equivariant

analogue. Suppose X is a possibly singular projective curve on which G acts by

automorphisms. Then the set of singular points of X ia a finite G-invariant set,

Le. a ~et. Also, G acta on the function field K(X) == K by k-automorphisms

as above. Let Y be the unique non-singular projective curve such that

def
K(Y) == K . Then the G-action on Kinduces aG-action on the set of discrete

valuation rings of K (which is the underlying set of V). Thus G acts on Y by

isomorphisms. Every loeal ring 11. ,x EX, when regarded as a subring of K ,-x,x
is dominated by a discrete valuation ring Oy,y ([9] eh. I, § 6). The inclusions

11_ (11. for various x E X and y E Y give rise to a map f: Y ----i X-x,x -Y,Y

which tUmB out to be amorphism. ClearIy, f will be equivariant with respect to

the given G-actions. Further, Y ia the normalization of X, and in the

complement of the singular set, say Xreg =X - Xsing ' f: r 1(Xreg) ----t Xreg

is an isomorphism, and f: rl(Xsingl ----t Xsing is a G-map of G-tlets.

Remark. Although we will not need the following, it is interesting to notice that

Y/G ia the normalization of X/G ,and the suitable generalization of the

Hurwitz formula for singular curves should agree with the standard one for

Y--+Y/G.
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Section Two.

We will keep the hypotheses and notation of the previous section.

2.1. Theorem. Let X be a complete algebraic variety over an algebraically

elosed field of characteristic p ~ 0 , and let G be a finite abelian group of order

qr ,where q is a prime different from p. Suppose that G acta on X via

automorphisID8, and XG consists of one point. Then XG is a singular point of

X.

As a corollary of this theorem we have the following analogue of the

Conner-Floyd conjecture and its generalitzation by Browder [5] [6].

2.2. Corollary. Let X be a complete non-singular variety aver an algebraically

elosed field of characteristic p ~ 0 . Suppose G is an abelian group of order qr ,

where q is a prime different from p, and G acta on X via automorphisms.

Then XG cannot consist of one point.

xo ' Then we have a projeetion 2 *
-m--+ m/ /ßl. ~ (Tx X) .

o
*(using semisimplicity) f{J: (T X) --+ "" and let

Xo
V0 ~ X be an open neighborhood cf Xo where all fi

splitting~quivariant

f. := rp (x.) E. 11_ • Let
1 1 -X,xO

Proof.: To get a contradiction, assume that XG = {xo} , X is sIDooth at xO '

and the action on X - {xO} is fixed-point freeJ Le. for all x =F Xo J the isotropy

aubgroup G +G . Notice that T X is a G-representation. Choose a basisx Xo
el' ... ,en of eigenveetors cf T

xO
X and let xl"" ,xn be the corresponding

coordinate funetions. Let m be the maximal ideal of the loeal ring 11_ at-X,xO

Choose a
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are defined, and let V:= n g v0 be a G-invariant open neighborhood. This
gE.G

induces a G-equivariant morphism 1/J: V ----t T X: 1/\v) = E f.(v)e.. Since
Xo 1 1

x· :: f. (mod m 2) , the differential d t/J induces an isomorphism of the Zariski
1 1

cotangent spaces, which implies that 1/J is eiale at xo . Now let

C := {v E. V I!2(v) = ... = fn(v) = O}. C is smooth at Xo by the Jacobian

criterion. Let EO:= component of C passing through xo. Thus EO is a curve

passing through Xo and non-singular at xo. Moreover, EO ia G-invariant and

E~ = {xO} . Let EI be the closure of EO in X, (Le. add the finitely many

possibly missing closed points to EO to get a complete, possibly singular curve

EI ). It follows that EI ia also non-singular at Xo and the G-invariant finite

set of singular points cf Ei lies in the fixed-point free part of EI . Now let

1("1 : E ----t EI be the equivariant normalization of EI as described in Section

One. Thus, 11'"1 is a finite proper morphsim which restriets to a G-isomorphism

onto the open subset cf regular points of Ei' Le. an open G-invariant

neighborhood of Xo . Hence, EG consists of one point, namely 1I'"11(xO)'

To summerize, we have produced a nonsingular complete curve E on which

g acts by automorphisms and EG consists of one point, call it Xo again. Let

E' = E/G and 1f : E ----t E/G be the projection onto the orbit space (cf.

Section One), and let Xo= 1r{xO) • Since (I G I ,p) = 1 , the ramificatiooa of 1("

are all tarne, and we may apply the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (RH) of Section

One. For each branch point x' =/= x6, x' E E' , and each ramification point

x E 11"-l(x') lying above x', the ramification index ia IGx I =/= IGI. Let

g = genus(E) and g' = genus(E') . Thus (RH) becomes

2g-2= IGI(2g'-2)+ L IGI' [1--1-J + IGI · [1-1~1 J
x =/= Xo IGx I
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Hence 2g - 2 == - l(mod q) .

On the other hand, consider the space of differential one-forma n~/k

which ia a g-dimensional k-vector space on which G acts linearly. From the

above conclusion of (RH) , we conclude that g:f 1 . For g = 0, E ~ 1P1(k) and

it is well-known that the automorphism group of 1P1(k) is PGL(2,k) and as a

resu1t, up to G-isomorphism, the G-action on [p1(k) ia linear. 1t follows that

any such effective linear G-action on [p1(k) must have at least two fixed points.

g

Hence g ~ 2 , and n~/k:f 0 . According to Section One, n~/k ~ .ED Li ' where
1=1

dimkLi = 1 and the G-action on Li factors through a projection

B. a. s·
G~ 7l./q 1~ < (I' > , where (. is a primitive q l_th root of unity. Thus, we

\ - 1

have a basis T = {t1' ... ,tg} of G-invariant differential one-forms on which

n. s. s.
((.,t.) --+ () · t. where n. ~ O(mod q J) and q 1 > 1 since the action of G

J J J J J
on :E is not trivial. At least one element of T ,say t l , must not vanish at %0'

Since the degree of the divisor (tl) is 2g - 2 > 0, t l must vanish at some point

y :/ Xo. Let VJ: E~ E be the isomorphism which represents the generator of

sI * nl 1
7l./q ~ B1(G) so that '{J t 1 = ( · t1 . Let Y1 = r (y) ~ G(y) == orbit of y.

1 def * fi l
Then t1(Yl) = tl(r (y)) == (f t1)(y) =, · t1(y) = 0, and we conclude that

the order of vanishing of t1 at all points of the orbit of y are the same. Hence,

the degree of the divisor (tl) ia divisible by

gCd{ I~I : t 1(y) =o} ;: 0 (mod q). It follows that 2g - 2 ;: 0 (mod q) ,

contradicting the conc1usion of the Hurwitz formu1a above. This contradiction

proves the theorem. o
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Seetion Three. In thiB section we diseuss same eonsequenees of the main theorem

as well as the ca.se of p-group aetions on varieties in characteristie p) where a

seheme-theoretie version of Corollary 2.2 is valid. As before, let k be

algebraieally c10sed of characteristic p J and let X be an affine k-;;cheme with

coordinate ring k [X) . The fixed-point scheme XG is the closed subseheme

defined by the ideal 1= {f g - f Ig E. G , f e. k [X]} . Thus, the k-algebra

R := k [X] 1I is the largest quotient of k [X] on which G acts trivially , and

GX = Spec(R) .

3.1. Theorem. Let X be an irreducible k--5cheme of positive dimension on which

a finite p-group G acts by k-isomorphisms. Then the fixed-point scheme XG

cannot consist of an isolated point, Le. XG f Spee(k) .

3.2 Corollary. Let G be a finite group of prime power order acting on a

compiete non-singular algebraic variety V defined over an algebraically closed

field of arbitrary eharaeteristic. Then VG eannot consist of an isolated point, i.e.

VG f Spec(k) .

The above corollary follows from 3.1 and Corollary 2.2.

Proof of 3.1. We mayassume XG(k) f t/J . Let Xo e. XG(k) J and let U be an

affine open neighborhood of Xo . Then Uo := n gU ia a G-invariant affine
ge.G

open neighborhood of Xo' and we may prove the theorem for UO ' Therefore, we

mayassume that X is affine. Let m be the maximal ideal of the Ioeal ring

11_ J and consider the finite dimensional k-vector space m/m2 on which G-x,x
O

acta linearly. Since G is a :P--group and char(k) = p , there ia a non-zero vector
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2 *00 E. (m/m) which is fixed under G. The pair consisting of the closed point

Jen and the non-zero tangent vector 00 at Xo which ia fixed under G ia

equivalent to a sUIjective k-homomorphiam R ---+ k [E] /(E2) , where

Spec(R) = XG as discussed above. Therefore Spec(R) :f= Spec(k) as

claimed. 0

Aversion of 3.1 has been proved far unipotent actiona in a different context

by Meyer-oberst [13].

As pointed out in the Introduction, the case k = 4: implies that i! a

complete variety X has aG-action with XG = one point, then the link of the

singularity at the fixed point XG ia not (mod q)-homology equivalent to a

aphere, provided that X - XG ia regular.

3.3. Corollary. Suppose k = 4: and X is a complete variety on which G (as in

Theorem 2.1) acta with XG = {xO} . Suppose that X ia non-fiingular in the

complement of xo. Then the link of the singularity at Xo ia not

(mod q)-homology equivalent to a sphere.

Proof: According to Hironaka [10], X ia triangulable, and we may choose xo to

be a vertex of an underlying symplicial structure. Further, by triangulating the

orbit space X/G, we mayassume that G acts simplicialy on X. Pa8sing to

the second barycentric subdivision, results in a G-eW-fitructure for X.

Therefore the cellular chain complex C*(X) becomes a finite-dimenaional

permutation G-chain complex (cf. Asaadi [1] Ch. I). If the link of the

aingularity at xo ia a (mod q)-homology sphere, then X becomes a

(mod q)-homology manifold, and consequently, the permutation G-chain
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complex C.(X) ~ [fq satisfies duality. According to the construction, in the

G-sets providing permutation hases for Ci(X) J only Xo has isotropy subgroup

G . But this contradicts Browder'a Theorem [6] (see the Introduction).

In the same direction, the combination of Theorem 2.1 above, Browder [6],

and Hironaka'a triangulation Theorem [10] yields the following:

3.4. Corollary. Suppose k = ( J and X ia a complete variety and G acta on X

aB in Theorem 2.1 above with XG = one point. Then the underlying topological

space of X in the analytic (Le. Euclidean) topology does not satisfy Poincare

duality with mod q coefficients (and hence 1l--eoefficients). 0

NQie: (1) When G = (1l/q)f J then we can also apply Assadi [2] [3] in

conjunction with Hironka's result [10] to abtain this special case of Corollaries

3.3 and 3.4 above. This was the original form of 3.3 and 3.4 in the first version of

this paper. We would like to thank Bill Browder for communicating his results to

us, as well as bringing to our attention the following result of G. Bredon [14].

Bredon has shown that if G = 71/p acts on a connected finite Poincare complex

X of positive formal dimension, then XG cannot be mod p acyclic. ThuB J for

G = 1I./p , Brendon'a Theorem also implies 3.3 and 3.4.

Ta point out a concrete example confirming the above results, we consider

an example of a complex projective Burface X on which the group G = H/p acts

with only one fixed point. The link of this point ia a rational homology sphere, in

fact the 3-dimensional c1assical Lens space L3(71/5) , which ia not a (71/5)

homology aphere.
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3.5. Example. Let X be the quintie hypersurfaee in !p
3() given by the

. 5 5 5 3
equatlon xl +~ + x3 + xl~x4 =° where (xl~,x3,x4) are the homogeneous

coordinates of p3(() . The action of 71/5 on 1P3 ia given by (e,xi) t---+ eixi

where e is a fifth root of unity generating 11/5. As one computes easily, X is

invariant under 11/5 and of the four fixed points in 1P3 , exactly one point lies in

X , namely P = (0,0,0,1) . At P, X is analytically isomorphie to the affine

hypersurface xy = z5 near the originJ by the Morse Lemma. This is a rational

double point of type A4 and it is a quotient (2/(71./5) where 71./5 acts by

(e,(s,t)) t---+ (es,e4t) . Here, x = s5, Y= t 5 , z = st . On the other hand, X is

nonsingular at any point different !rom P. Thus, the link of the singularity ia the

classical lens space L3(1,4) with fundamental group 11/5 which is a rational

homology sphere, but not a (mod 5) - homology aphere. In particular, X does

not satisfy Poincare duality with (1l/5) - coefficients, although it is a rational

Poincare complex.

Finally, it appears that the analoguea of Corollary 2.3 and 2.4 for varieties

defined over fields of positive characteristic remain true when we formulate them

in terms of loeal cohomology.
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ON FINITE DRINFELD MODULES

Introduction

In [5], Deuring detennined the possible isomorphism types of endomorphism rings

of elliptic curves, notably for those curves that are defined over a finite field. His results

were later generalized to abelian varieties of higher rank by Tate [17] and Honda [13].

Now in the fundamental paper [6], Drinfeld transports the modular theory of el

liptic curves to the function field case. He found the kind oI dioplantine objects (called

by him lIelliptic modules") that over global function fields play the role of elliptic curves

in number theory. By his theory, he was able to prove analogues of the theorem oI

Kronecker-Weber, the main theorem oI complex multiplication, and parts of the Lang

lands conjectures for GL(2) over function fields. Actually, in the course of the last few

years) the theory of Drinfeld modules has shown to be the key tool in the arithmetic oI

function fields over finite fields. This comes from the fact that Drinfeld modules lead to

moduli problems that are related to GL(r) (r arbitrary), and to Galois representations

in loeal fields of positive characteristic, which one needs in order to describe the absolute

Galois group of a global function field.

In tbis paper, we treat Deuring's problem oI endomorphism rings in the Drinfeld

module setting) i.e., we study Drinfeld modules that are defined over a finite field, and

their endomorphism rings. Let (K,O)) be a pair consisting of a function field K in one

variable over a finite fjeld, and a place m oI K . Let further A be the ring oI elements

of K with poles at most at 0), and p a prime of A with finite residue field

Fp = Alp. As for elliptic curves, the classification up to isogeny of Drinfeld modules t/J
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over extensions of IFp is given by the isomorphism type of End(,p): K (Thm. 3.5).

This ring turns out to be a certain division algebra centra! over the subfield E genera

ted over K by the Frobenius endomorphism F of tP (Thm. 2.9). (These two results

are stated in [7], Prop. 2.1 in a somewhat disguised form, and with a few cryptical

hints as proofs.). We call tP supersingular if E equals K. One of our results is that for

sUPersingular tP, End(,p) is a maximal order in End(tP) GD K (Thm. 4.3). This opens

the way to use Drinield modules in the arithmetic of division algebras over function

fields, exploiting properties of modular schemes. In a subsequent paper, we will use tbis

approach to effectively determine the class and type numbers of such algebrwl. Simple

examples on this are given in (4.4) and (4.7).

We introduce the norm. n(u) of an isogeny u, an ideal of A which for separable

u is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of Ker(u) , and for u an endomorpbism agrees

with the reduced norm. By means of n(u), we may interpret the value P tP(l) of the

characteristic polynomial of F aB the E.-P. characteristic of our finite Drinfeld

A-module (Thm. 5.1). This leads to the definition of the local zeta function (or rather

z-function) Z,p(t) attached to ,p J which has properties similar to those of the

Z-function of an abelian variety over a finite field. Also, our results suggest that the glo

bal zeta functions 'tP (for Drinfeld modules ,p over finite extensions of K) which may

be constructed through local factors as above, have reasonable properties. This is at least

the case if tP has "complex multiplication", as results e.g. from Takahashi's paper [16].
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1. Background on Drinfeld modules

Let K be a function field in one variable over the finite field IFq with q ele

ments, which we suppose to be algebraically closed in K. Fix a place 11 m" of K , let

K be the completion, and A the ring of elements of K regular outside of CD • On A,
CD

we have the degree function deg: A ---+ 71 (extended to K in the obvious way) that

maps a to 10gq#(A/a). The typical example is given by the polynomial ring

A = IFq [T] ,where t1deg" is the usual degree function. By an Ilideal" of A, we under

stand a non-zero ideal. We use "prime", "prime ideal", and "place" of Aassynonyms.

Let L be a field that is an extension of either K or of IFp = Alp, L its alge

braic closure, and 7: A ---+ L the canonical structure as an A-algebra. L has

characteristic (written char(L)) CD or p, respectively. Let T be the Frobenius endo

morphism relative to 0= ,i.e., the map x~ x
q . In the ring EndL(G) of allq a

~ndomorphisms of the additive gronp scheme Ga IL, T generates a snbalgebra

L {T} that is simply the non--eommutative polynomial algebra in T subject to the

commutation rule T 0 X = x
q

0 T, X e. L . Let deg f be the well-defined "degree ll of
T

f e. L { T} in T.

Monic elements fe. L{T} (i.e., those with leading coefficient 1) correspond bijecti

vely to finite snbschemes of IF q-vector spaces of Ga IL by f~ H = ker(f} . Any

monic f may uniquely be written f = fs 0 fi ,where fs is separable (i.e., its constant

coefficient is non-zero) and fi = T h is purely inseparable. We write h = ht(f} = ht(H)

and call it the height of f or H, respectively.

1.1. Definition: A Drinfeld module over L of rank r ~ 1 ia a structure of A-module

on Ga IL , given by a ring homomorphism
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where we require that for any a e. A , the following two conditions hold:

(i) degT,pa = r • deg a ;

(ii) ifJa = ')'(a) + terms divisible by T.

Thus if A = IFq [T] ,a rank r Drinfeld module t/J is given by

where gl"" ,gr-l' ~ =F 0 may be chosen arbitrarily in L. A morohism u: ifJ ----+ 1/J

of D. modules (more precisely, a morphism defined over L J or L-morphism) is a mor

phism of group schemes over L commuting with the A-action, Le., an element

u e. L{T} such that for all a E. A

(*) uoifJ =,p oua a

holds. Therefore, we have endomorphisms, isomorphisIDs, and autoIDorphisIDs of D.

modules, where e.g. an isomorphism is a non-zero constant U E. L for which (*) is satis

fied. Non-zero morphisID8 are possible only between D. modules of the same rank; they

are called isogenies.

1.2. Proposition (see e.g. [2], Thm.. 4.9): The endomorphism ring End (ifJ) of the

rank r Drinfeld module t/J ia a finitely generated projective A-module of rank less or
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equal to r2 . Moreover t End( tP) ~ K is a division ring.
A m

Clearly, there exists a finite extension L' of L such that all

L - endomorphisms of tP are defined over L'.

We let atP = ker(tPa) be the scheme of &-division points, which is a finite sub

scheme of A-modules of Ga IL . For an ideal n of A , we let

ntP = n ker(tPa).
aE.n

It is easy to see that ntP is reduced, and its module nt/J(L) of L-points is isomorphie

with (Atn)r if and only if n is relatively prime to char(L) . Thus let q be a prime

ideal of A different from char(L) J Kq and Aq the q-adie completions, and put

We define the q-adie Tate module of tP by

(1.3)

whieh is a free Aq-module of dimension r. On Tq( tP) we have representations of

a) the Galois group Gal(L:L) of L and

b) the ring End( tP) .

Sinee any endomorphism ufO of t/J has finite kernel, the associated homomorphism
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iq : End(rP) & Aq --+ EndA
q
(Tq) ia injective.

Later on, we will n~d the following characterization of keme!s of isogenies:

(1.4) Let t/J be a Drinfeld module over L and H C Ga IL a finite subscheme of

0= q-vector spaces. Then H is the keme! of some isogeny u: t/J ---+ 1/1 if and only if

(i) H(L) is an A-submodule of L (A-aetion by t/J);

(ii) ht(H) = 0 (char(L) = m)

ht(H) == O(deg p) (char(L) = p) .

This implies e.g. that for any isogeny u: t/J ---+ 1/1 , there exists v: 1/1 ---+ t/J such that

v 0 u = t/Ja for some a E. A .

Proofs of all the aBsertions collected here may be found in [6], [8], OI [2].
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2. Endomornhism rings

Let now p be a prime of A of degree d, and auppoae L ia a finite extension of

degree m of IFp = Alp. Then L haB cardinality qn, where n = d · m , and contains

n
IF via 7: A --+ L . Let F = T

n : x.......-.. xq be the aBsociated Frobenius morphisID.q

H the Drinfeld module t/> (alwaya aaaumed of rank r) ia defined over L I F commutea

with tj>(A) ( L{T} ,Le., F E. End(,p) . Aa long as t/> ia fixed, we write "A" for the

subring tj>(A) of L{r} .

(2.1) Let L(T) be the division ring of fractions of L{T} . It is central of degree n2

over (fq(F) = quotient field of IFq{F} , and splits at the pIaces of IFq(F) different

from F = 0 and F = m. At F = 0 (F = m) , its invariants are 1/n (-1/n) , respecti

vely. (See e.g. [14]. In the identification of local Brauer groups with ~ I 11 , there are

two possible sign choices. Durs, which agrees with that of [14], is defined by the asser

tion above.)

(2.2) Recall that for any field extension E of IFq(F) that embeds into L(T) , there is

only one place extending the ramified pIace F = 0 or F = m , respectively. This follows

for example from Thm. 32.15, loc. eit ..

(2.3) Regarding t/J: A --+ L{T} as an embedding, K = Quot(A) ia contained in

L(T) . Let E be the extension of K generated by F. Then E = E 8 K ia a field.
m K m

* *(2.4) Let deg: E --+ ~ be the extension to E of the valuation deg: K --+ 11 I

which ia uniquely determined by the preceding. From degT(t/>a) = r · deg a (a E. A) I

we derive deg F = n/r . If d denotes the degree of m over IF ,this means that Fm q
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has fractional pole order n/r · d
CD

at CD with respect to the field K
CD

•

(2.5) Hy (2.3), [E: K] = [E : K ] = e • f ,where e = ramification index and
CD m

f = residual degree of E : K . Hut E = K (F), hence
CD CD CD CD

e = denominator of pole order of F w.r.t. K .m

(2.6) Correspondingly, [E: (fq(F)] = [Em : (fq(F)m] = e' · f' by (2.2). Clea.rly, the

residual degree f' equals d • f , whereas the ramification index e' is given bym

e' = pole order of F w.r.t. E = numerator of nlr · d .
CD CD

Combining (2.5) and (2.6) yields the equality

(2.7) [E : (fq(F)] I [E : K] = n/r

(compare "proof', of Prop. 2.1 in [7]).

Therefore, letting r l = [E: K] ,

is an integer.

(2.8) For a subset S of L(7') ,let ~(S) be its commutant. Then
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End(tP) 8 K = ~(K) = ~(E)
A

since E = K(F) and F is central. From the commutant equality ( [1] , § 10, Thm. 2),

we see that End( tP) ~ K is central over E of degree r~. Its class in the Brauer group

of E is the dass of L(T) over IFq(F) restricted to E, as follows !rom loc. cit., § 10,

Prop. 2. Denoting by 'fl the unique prime of E that divides F (note that 'fl lies

above the prime p = char(L) of K) , the invariants of End(tP) 8 K are therefare

[E : IFq(F)] • l/n = 1/r2 at q3, - 1/r2 at the place m of E, and zero at all the

other places.

Summarizing, we have proved the theorem (stated in [7]):

2.9. Theorem: Let E be the subfield of End(tP) ~ K generated over K by F, and

r1 = [E: KJ its degree. Then r/rl is an integer r2 , and End(tP) 8 K is a central

division ring over E of degree r~. There is a unique prime 'fl of E that divides F J

and '+l lies above p. End( tP) 8 K splits at primes different !rom q3 and m, and has

invanants 1/r2 , - 1/r2 at '+l, m, respectively.
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3. Norms of isogenies

We keep the notations of the last section.

Let N be the map !rom End(t/J) 8 K to K obtained by composing the reduced

norm nr: End(,p) 8 K ---+ E with the field norm N~ : E ---+ K . Then N ia

K-homogeneou8 of degree rand agrees on maximal commutative subfields H with the

norm N:: H---+K.

3.1. Lemma: For U 4;. End(;) , we have deg N(u) = r • deg u .
T T

Proof: Both sides define valuations on End(,p) 8 K equivalent with the m-adic valua

tion. The proportionality factor comes out by evaluating on u = q,a' a 4;. A .

For each prime q '* p of A, iq(H) (0 K q ia a maximal commutative K q-fiubalge

bra of EndK (Tq(q,) 8 Kq) , whose norm. mapping to Kq ia the determinant. There
q

fore, N IH = (det 0 iq) IH for every maximal commutative subfield H of

End(,p) S K , so

(3.2) N = det 0 i q .

Let Pq,(X) be the characteristic polynomial of iq(F) , and Mq,(X) the minimal poly

nomial of F over A.

r2
3.3. Lemma: Pq,(X) = Mq,(X) ,r2 = rl [E : K] .
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r2Proof: It sufficea to show that P(t) = M(t) for t E. E . But

r r r
P(t) =det(t - F) =N~ 0 nr(t - F) =N~((t - F) 2) = (N~(t - F)) 2 =M(t) 2 , the

last equality coming !rom E = K(F) .

3.4. Corollary: The characteristic polynomial P t/J(X) ef F in the q-a.dic representa

tien iq has coefficients in A thai are independent of q .

3.5. Theorem: For two Drinfeld modules tP and 1/1 of rank r over L, the following

statements are equivalent:

(a) tP and tP are isogeneous;

(b) End( t/J) S K and End(1/1) S K are isomorphie K-algebras j

(e) M
cP

= M tP j

(d) P 4J = Pt/J.

Proof: e) and d) are equivalent by the lemma, since both M and P are monie polyno

mia.ls. a) ~ e): Let MA.(X) = t a.Xi . Then in L{T}, t ritt> = 0 . Let
0/ 1 ~

1

U : 4J ----t 1/J be an L-isogeny i Le., u E. L{T} such that for each a E. A , we have

u 0 4J = tP 0 u. Then 0 = :E u 0 pi 0 4J = E pi 0 tP 0 u , which impliesa a a. a.
1 1

E t 0 T/Ja. = 0 , in other words, Mt/J IMT/J' thus Mt/J = MT/J. c) ~ b): Denote by Et/J'
1

E.,p ( L(T) the fields generated by the Frobenius elements, respectively, which are

K-isomorphic by assumption. From Thm. 2.9, we see that an isomorphism may be

extended to an isomorphism of End(t/J) S K to End(1/1) S K . b) ~ a): Let

Q : End( t/» S K ----t End( tP) S K be an isomorphism. By the theorem of

Skolem-Noether ([1], § 10, Thm. 1), there exists u E. L(T) such that Q ia conjugation
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with u. Hut L(T) = L{T} e IF (F) , hence, up to a central element, we may as
[fq{F} q

sume u E. L{T} , which clearly defines an isogeny u: t/> --+ t/J.

(3.6) Following Deuring [5], we aBsociaie an isogeny with any left ideal of the A-order

End( t/» in End(</J) e K . In the given eontext, this generalizes a eonstruction of Hayes

[12]. (For notation and the elementary ideal theory in simple algebras, we refer to

[14].)

Let U be a left ideal of End(,p) . Since L{T}' is right euclidean, the left ideal

L{T}U of L{T} is principal, generated by u = u(u) E. L{T} ,which is well-defined,

requiring u to be monie. Hut </J(A) is eentral in End(,p), 80 U = U ,p(A) , whieh for

each a E. A implies the existenee of ,pa E. L{T} with u 0 ,pa = t/Ja 0 u .

3.7. Lemma: The map a I----t 1/Ja defines a Drinfeld module t/J = ,pu ,and u is an

isogeny from </J to 1/J.

Proof. Clearly, t/J is a ring homomorphism, and t/Ja satisfies the degree condition (i) of

(1.1). If fE. U , we have ht(f) == O(d) by (1.4) (ii), so the same holds for u = g.e. right

divisor of fE. U in L{T} . Hut this implies that </Ja and ,pa have the same constant

coefficient 7 (a) , Le., eondition (ii) of (1.1).

3.8. Lemma: Let 9l be the right order in End(,p) e K of the left ideal U of End( </J) .

Then conjugation with u in L{T} defines an injection of 9t into End( </Ju) .

Proof: Let r E. 9l , Le., ure u , whieh yields the existenee of s E. L{T} with

u 0 I = sou . Hut then

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1sotP os =souo</J ou os =uoro,p OI ou =uo</J ou =tP,a a a a a
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since r commutes with tPa J thus u 0 9t 0 u-1 ( End( 1/J) •

(3.9) Next, we associate an ideal n(u) of A with each isogeny u: tP -+ 1/J of Drin

feld modules of rank r over L. If M is a finite A-module, let X (M) be the~

Poincare characteristic of M , which is an ideal of A uniquely determined by the condi-

tions

(i) X (M) = q, if M ~ A/q with a prime ideal q of A ;

(ii) H 0 -----+ MI ---+ M ----+ M2 -----t 0 is exact, then

X (M) = X (M 1)X (M2) .

Define the norm n(u) 01 the isogeny u by

n(u) = pht(u)/d . X ((ker u)(L)) .

3.10. Lemma: Let u and v be isogenies of rank r Drinfeld modules over L that

may be composed. Then

(i) n(u 0 v) = n(u)n(v) j

(ii) degru = deg n(u) ;

(iii) n(u) = (N(u)) if u ~ End(q,) is an endomorphism;

(iv) Let u (End(t/J) be a.left ideal. Then n(u(u)) = ideal generated by N(f) J

fE. U .

Proof: (i) and (ii) follow direct1y from the definition. (iii) Let q be a prime different

from p J and t a very high power of q . We calculate the q-part of (N(u)) :
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(N(U»q = (det 0 iq(U»

= x(ker(u) nt cP )

= x(ker(u»q

= (n(u»q .

FurthermoreJ by (ii) and Lemma 3.1 J

(by (3.1»

r • deg n(u) = r • degTu = deg~(u) = r · deg N(u) J so (N(u» and n(u) agreeJ since

they have the same q--components (q f p) and the same degree. (iv) results from (iii)

in view of u(u) = g.c. right divisor in C{T} of {f E. u} ,80

n(u(u» = g.c.d. {n(f) If E. u} .

Note that (iii) implies that the norm of an endomorphism ia a principal ideal.
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4. Supersingularity

We now study in detail the extreme case of Thm. 2.9 where E = K . Let r be the rank

of f/J . The assumption E = K is equivalent with F = tPf ' some fE. A , whose divisor

(f) must be apower of p. Comparing T-degrees yields (f) = 'Pm/ r . (Recall that

m = [L: 0=pJ .) We denote by tPp the i80geny from tP to f/Ju associated with the left

ideal u = End(tP)p C End( tP) •Then ker.( t/>p) = pt/> •

4.1. Proposition: The following assertions on tP are equivalent:

a) There exists a finite extension L' of L such that over L', the degree

[End(f/J) ~ K : KJ equals r2 .

b) Some power of F lies in A.

c) tPp is purely inseparable.

Proof: The equivalence of a) and b) comes !rom Thm.. 2.9. Hy the preceding, b) says

'Pm/rf/J ,thus ptP is local, which means that tPp ia purely inseparable. Conversely, let

tPp be purely inseparable. Then ptP(L) =0 , and also /(L) =0 ,all i . If pi = (f) is

principal, tPf is purely inseparable, and some powers of F and of tPf agree.

Drinfeld modules that satisfy the conditions of the proposition are called super

singular. All the supersingular D. modules of rank r in characteristic p are i80geneous

by Thm. 3.5. Their i80IDOrphisID c1a8ses are finite in number, Bince all of them may be

defined over a certain finite field L.

Let roo be the order of 'P in the class group of A ,and L the extension of IF 'P

of degree ID = roo • r .
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4.2. Proposition: Any supersingular DrinIeld module tP of rank r and eharacteristie p

is isomorphie to one defined over L.

Proo{: Let tP be defined over a finite extension L' of L ,and F = ~, n = d · m

the Frobenius relative to L. Let fE A with (f) . 'PmO,thus rPf = const • ? . With

out restrietion, we may aBsume tPf =~ , po8sibly repla.cing tP by an isomorphie D.

module. H a E. A and tPa = E ai~ ,the commutation rule tPa 0 tPf = 4Jf 0 tPa implies

qn
a. = a,. for all i, i.e., a· E. L .

J 1 J

4.3. Theorem: Let tP be a supersingular rank r Drinfeld module over the finite field

L , whieh we &Ssume large enough Buch that all endomorphisms are defined over L.

(i) End(tP) is a maximal order in End(t/J) ~ K .

(ii) The lett ideal elasses of End (tP) correspond bijectively to the elements of

the set E(r,p) of isomorphisID classes of supersingular rank r Drinfeld

modules in characteristic p.

Proof: (i) We adapt the idea of Deuring's proof in the elliptie eurve case [5] to our

situation. In each order, there always exist left ideals with maximalieft (and right) or

ders. Thus from (3.8), we see that there exists a supersingular 1/1 isogeneous with tP

and such that End(1/1) is maximal. We are therefore reduced to showing that End(,p)

is maximal if 1/1 is i80geneous with tP and End( tP) is maximal.

Let u: tP --+ 1/1 be a monie isogeny with norm n(u) = n a fixed ideal in A. De-

compose
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f f.
I h'n 1n = p n , w ere n = '\

with different primes qi f p cf A. Since t/J is supersingular, the p--rompcnent of

ker(u) ia purely local, and u is completely determined by the number f and the

A-module ker(u) (L) , which has Euler-Poincare characteristic n/ . Thus choosing u

amounts to choosing for ead i an A-fiubmodule of length fi of

Next, by (3.10) (iv), for any left ideal u cf End(;) , the norm n(u(u)) agrees with the

reduced norm nr(u) relative to the central division algebra End(q,) ~ K : K . Since the

ideal theory of End(cI') localizes, u is given by the choice of:

a left ideal up of End(cI') ~ Ap with reduced norm rl; and for each i,

a left ideal u. of End(r/J) 8 A ~ M (A ) with reduced norm n..
1 qi - r '\ 1

Now there exists only one ideal up as above ([14] , Thm. 13.2) and by the theo

rem of elementary divisors, there are as many ideals ui as required as A-fiubmodules

of length fi cf (A/ni)r .

In view of n(u(u)) = nr(u) , this means that each isogeny u as above comes from

a left ideal u. Lemma 3.8 now fjelds that for t/J = ,pu, End(1/1) is a maximal order,

and (i) is proved.

(ii) Hy (i), we have a surjective map U t---+,pu from the set of left ideal classes of

End(rjI) to :E(r,p), which is also injective, as is easily seen.
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In the following, let D = D(r,p) be the central divison algebra of degree r2 over

K with invariants l/r, - l/r at p, m, respeetively. The theorem may be used in in

vestigating the arithmetie of D .

4.4. Example: Let K = 0=q(T) be the rational funetion field and "m" the usua! place

at infinity, Le., A = 0=q [T] , and p a prime of degree d. The number of supersingular

isomorphism classes of rank 2 D. modules in eharacteristic p is given by

d
#(E(2,p)) =~

q -1

=q:-l+ 9
q -1 q+l

(d == 0(2))

(d == 1(2)) .

Thus for d = 1 or 2, E(2,p) eonsists of one element, represented by the module

2
cPT = i (T) + T (d = 1)

(d = 2) ,

where P(T) is the monie polynomia! that generates p. The formula is proved in [8] by

an elementaryargument, which worb only in the case above. In [9], a coneeptual proof

is given that is based on the arithmetic of Drinfeld modular curves. It has the advantage

to generalize to the ease of arbitrary function rings A. Combined with the results of

[10], this will lead to explicit formulaa for #(E(2,p)) (= dass number of D(2,p)) in

terms of zeta values of the function field K under consideration. Another generalization
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oI (4.4) is the case where A still equals the polynomial ring IFq [T] '. but r ~ 2 ia arbi

trary. Here, the corresponding modular scheme has dimension r - lover A, but is still

simple enough such that the number #(E(r,p)) can be determined (see Iorthcoming

work of the author). Other interesting results concerning class numbers oI D(r,p) (and

of more general algebras, and non-maximal orders) have been obtained by Denert [3]

and Denert-v. Geel [4].

(4.5) In certain cases, our methods also allow to describe the set of~ (Le., conjugacy

cla.sses = i80morphism classes) of maximal orders in D(r,p). First note that if u is a

left ideal in the maximal order End(q,) oI D(r,p) ,u ia two-sided if and only if u(u)

induces an i80morphism End(tP)~ End(?/J) for ?/J = q,u . The next proposition gives

necessary conditions for endomorphism rings to be isomorphic.

4.6. Proposition: Assume the class number of the quotient ring A [p-1] of A is one.

Then the types oe maximal orders in D(r,p) correspond bijectively to the orbits oI

E(r,p) under the action of the Galois group G = Gal(O=P: 0= p) .

Proof: Clea.rly, applYing u €. G to the coefficients of f €. End( tP) defines an isomor-
(\J

phism End(q,) -=--. End(?/J) ,where t/1= u(tP) . Let t/J E E(r,p) . Since all maximal or-

ders in D(r,p) appear up to conjugacy as right orders of a left ideal U of the given

maximal order End( t/J) , the assertion will follow from (ü) of the theorem and

(*) If 1/1 E E(r,p) and End( ?/J) is isomorphie with End(rP) , there exists a purely

inseparable isogeny u: tP --+ t/J .
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Namely, such a u has the form u = const • ;d , ~d, po8sibly replacing t/J by

'd
an isomorphie module, we mayassume u =,; . Then t/J will be the Galois twist u( t/J)

of t/J , where we now consider u as an element of G .

Proof of (*): Let u: t/J~ t/J be an isogeny. Fa.ctorizing u = Us 0 ui jnto a purely in

separable uj : t/J~ t/J 'and a separable u
B

: t/J I ~ t/J , we have
N -

End(t/J) .......... End(t/J ') . Let u
B

correspond to the left ideal u
B

in End(t/J ') , having

right order Vl. From the maximality of Vl and Lemma 3.8, Vl ~ End( t/J) , whieh by

assumption is isomorphie with End(t/J ') ~ End(t/J) . Hut this means that Us is

two-sided. Sinee Us is separable, nr(us) = n(us) is relatively prime to p. In view of

the known struciure of two-sided ideals of the maximal order End(t/J ') ([14], Thm.

22.4, 22.10), the dass number condition forces Us to be principal, and hence rP I is

isomorphie with t/J.

The conditions of the proposition are in particular satisfied if A itself has dass

number one, e.g. if A = IFq [TJ . In the situation of Example 4.4 (suppose p > 2 for

simplicity), the number t(2,p) of types of maximal orders in D(2,p) is related to the

number w of fixed points of the Atkin-Lehner involution (see [9J, Korollar 5.4) on a

certain modular eurve by

t(2,p) = ~ (#(E(2,p)) + w /2) .

Let e be a non-equare in IFq and p(T) the monie generator of p. Then w may be

expressed through the class numbers h( Jp (T ) ), h(Je p ( T )) of the rings obtained
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by adjoining square roots of P(T), e · p(T) to A (loe. eH., Prop. 3.6). Together, this

yjelds

(4.7) t(2,p)=~[0+1+4(m.(dT) +\.( r(y))] ,if d isodd,
q -1

= ~ [sV - 1 + 4 \ .( r ( T ))] , if d is even.
q -1

The values for d = 1,2,3 are 1,1,q + 1 .
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5. Zeta functiona

We let now again cP. be a fixed rank r Drinfeld module defined over L, where L has

degree m over IFp . Further, F = ~, n = m • d , ia the Frobenius morphism relative

to L. Let P(X) = PcP(X) E. A [X] be the characteristic polynomial of F . For any na

tural number i, L. denotes the extension of L of degree i, and X (L. ,t/J) the Eu1er-
1 1

Poincare characteristic of the finite A-module Li defined by means of r/J •

5.1. Theorem:

(i) The principal ideal (P(l)) of A equals X (L,r/J) •

(ü) (P(O}) = pm .

(üi) The zeroes xi of P in an extension of Km satisfy Ixi I ~ qn/r .

Proof: From (2.9) and (3.3), we see that p is the only prime of A that divides P(O}.

The exponent m comes from (2.4) and the product formula in K, thus (ii). Since P is

apower of the minimal polynomial M of F, it suffices to prove (iii) for M instead of

P . But M is also the minimal polynomial of E = K(F) Q1D K ,hence ia irreducible
m K m

over K . Now the assertion follows from considering the Newton polygon of M over
m

the local field Km' thus (iü). Finally, as in (3.10), we calculate the q-primary compo-

nent of the principal ideal (P(l)}:
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= X (ker(F - 1))q .

Funhermore, deg(F -1) = deg F = n/r (see (2.3)), which means that P(I) and

N(F -1) have the same q-adic valuations at all places q f I' of K ,including q = m

. Hence by the product formula, their p-adic valuations agree too, and (i) is shown.

The theorem has sorne remarkable consequences. First, we get restrictions for those

fields that carry a Drinfeld module.

5.2. Corollary: If there exists a Drinfeld module (rank arbitrary) over the field L of

degree m over Alp, the ideal pm ia principal.

Hy results of D. Hayes, a finite field L carries a rank one DrinIeld module if and

only iI L contains some residue field of the Hilbert dass field H oI (K,m) as an

A-ßubalgebra ([12], sect. 8; H = maximal unramified abelian extension of K that

splits completely at m). Combined with (5.2), this yields an explicit version of the prin

cipal ideal theorem of class field theory for K (see also [15]):

5.3. Corollary: Every ideal oI A becomes principal over the Hilbert c1ass field H of

(K,m) .

5.4. COlollary: X (Li ,t/J) is a principal ideal fOI all i .

5.5 Corollary: Let cf> be supersingular with Frobenius endomorphisID F = tPf' fe. A ,

and q*I' a pri_me oI A . If tP has one non-trivial q-tolsian point aver Li' all of its
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q-torsion points will be defined over Li .

Let now for a moment F be an endomorphism of an r-dimensional vector spa.ce

V over an arbitrary field K. Let Ai V be the i-th exterior power and Ai F the in

duced endomorphism. We put

and denote by 11 ~ 10g" the operator f~ f' If on power series f(X).

5.6. Lemma: We have the formal identity of power series

Proof: This results trom combining the well-known identities

a) det(1 - XF) = l (- 1)i Tr(Ai F)Xi

05i5r

b) - X~ log det(1- XF) = 1: Tr(Fk)Xk , and

k~1

c) ~ log(f · g) = ~ log(f) +~ log(g) .

(applied to ~ and

evaluated at X = 1) ,
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The preceding motivates our

5.7. Definition: The Z-function ol a rank r Drinfeld module rP over L is

where Qi(X) is the inverse characteristic polynomial det(l- X J\iF) of the i-th exte

rior power AiF acting on J\iTq(rjJ). Note that Qi(X) is completely determined by

Q1(X) =Q(X) =Xrp(X-1) .

5.8. Example: Let r = 1,2)3, and P(X) given by P(X) = X - a, X2 - aX + b ,

X3 - aX2 + bX - c , respectively. Then

() 1- at
Zr/J t = 1- t

1- at + bt 2

=(I-t)(1 - ht)

_ (-at + Al - ct3)~1- ct~
- 2

(1 - t )( 1 - bt + act - c t )

(r = 1)

(r = 2)

(r = 3) .

5.9. Variant: If we have a meaningful notion of exponentiation cf ideals of A with

values in Kco (see e.g. [11]), we define the zeta function of r/J by

'f/J(S) = Zq,(p-m· S) .

Also, if rjJ is defined over a finite extension L of K with ring of A-integers B) we
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may define a global zeta function .

'f/J(8) = IrQq{ t q)-l ,

q prime of B

where t q = p-m(q) · s, m(q) = [B/q: Alp] , and the factors Qq are constructed

from the redu~tions of tP mod q . By the following corollary, we may expeet that 'tIJ
contains meaningful information about the arithmetic of f/J . If e.g. tP is the Carlitz mo

dule for A = [fq [T] , defined by f/JT = T + T, 'tP will be the Carlitz-Goss zeta

funetion which has values

t a-k \ kl at s = k J and !im l a at s =- k ,
aE.A monie !-+(D a mon i e

deg a~i

for natural numbers k. It ia known that these values and their congruence properties

are intimately connected with the arithmetie of K = IFq{T) .

From (5.1) and (5.6) we obtain

5 . C roilary I.e r &\ { oe the power seiu upansion of t &log Zq,(t) . Then

ak E. A ,and (ak) is the E.-P. eharaeteristie X (Lk,rP) .

In the following concluding examples, we assume that A = IFq [T] ,and that rP is

defined over the "prime field" [f tJ = Alp. Write p{T) for the monie generator of P,

and 11 for the map eomposed of the norm 0=p--t 0=q and the eanonical inclusion

IFq~A.
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5.11. Examples:

(i) r = 1 ,Le., cPT = T + CT, 0 f C E. IFP . We have P(X) = x - a . Comparing

coefficients yields a = v(c) • p(T) , thuB

(ii) r = 2 , and suppose cPT =T + gT + T
2

, g E.IFP . Then

P(X) = X2 - a.x + b, b = const · p (T) , and by (iii) of (5.1), deg a 5 d/2 ,

d = deg p . The precise value of a and b may be expressed through the "Deuring

polynomial" of [8J. Let first d = 1 ,i.e., IFq ..L-.IFP . Then P(X) = X2 + gX - p(T)

and

) _ 1 + gt - P(T~
Zf/J(t - (1- t)(l + P .

If d = 2 , an elementary calculation gives P(X) = X2 - (v (g) + p' (T))X + p(T) ,

which leads to

Z (t) - 1 - Wd + n T + p(T)t
2

c/> - - t ) ( - P T) t ) .

The complexity of determining P(X) growB rapidly with d and r increasing.
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